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Abstract Electronic health records (EHR) capture “real-world” disease and care processes and hence offer richer and more generalizable data for comparative effectiveness
research than traditional randomized clinical trial studies. With the increasingly
broadening adoption of EHR worldwide, there is a growing need to widen the use of
EHR data to support clinical research. A big barrier to this goal is that much of the
information in EHR is still narrative. This chapter describes the foundation of biomedical natural language processing and its common uses for extracting and transforming narrative information in EHR to support clinical research.
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Electronic health records (EHR) capture “real-world” disease and care processes
and hence offer richer and more generalizable data for comparative effectiveness
research [1] than traditional randomized clinical trial studies. With the increasingly
broadening adoption of EHR worldwide, there is a growing need to widen the use
of EHR data to support clinical research [2]. A big barrier to this goal is that much
of the information in EHR is still narrative. This chapter describes the foundation
of biomedical language processing and its common uses for extracting and
transforming narrative information in EHR to support clinical research.
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Accelerating Clinical Research Using EHR:
Opportunities and Challenges
The NIH defines clinical research as patient-oriented research, epidemiological and
behavioral studies, or outcomes and health services research [3]. Patient-oriented
research involves a particular person or group of people or uses materials from
humans. In recent years, national clinical research enterprises have been under
increased jeopardy [4] in part due to the rising costs associated with participant
screening and recruitment, as well as issues surrounding data collection. Only 13%
of clinicians are involved in clinical research [5]. To integrate research with clinical
care, and to speed the application of research findings to clinical practice, the
National Institute of Health (NIH) has created the Clinical and Translational Science
Awards (CTSA) program to reengineer the clinical research enterprise [6]. A potential powerful accelerator to clinical research is electronic health records.
An EHR is a legal computerized medical record for documenting patient information captured at every patient encounter [7, 8]. Figure 16.1 shows a sample EHR [9].
As of 2008, more than 40% of physicians in the USA were using EHRs, more than
double the percentage at the start of the decade [10]. The resident population of the
USA as of 2009 was 307 million [11]. During that same year, it was reported that
83% adults and 90% children had contact with a health-care professional, there were

Fig. 16.1 Illustration of a sample electronic health record (EHR)
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1.1 billion ambulatory care visits (to physician offices, hospital outpatient, and
emergency departments), and the number of physician office visits was 902 million.
In other words, there were possibly over 800 million record entries in EHRs in 2009.
EHRs offer great potential to improve the efficiency and reduce the cost for clinical research, but this potential has not yet been fully realized. EHR includes standards-based structured laboratory test results and narrative interpretations by care
providers. Unstructured narrative information can be provided for admission notes,
discharge summaries, radiology images, and all sorts of ancillary notes, etc.
Unlocking discrete data elements from such narrative information is a big challenge
for reusing EHR data for clinical research.
Many studies and demonstration projects have explored the use of EHR data for
clinical research, including detecting possible vaccination reactions in clinical notes
[12], identifying heart failure [13], classifying whether a patient has rheumatoid
arthritis [14], identifying associations between diabetes medications and myocardial infarction [15], and predicting disease outcomes [16]. EHR data has also been
used for computerized pharmacovigilance [17] (see Chap. 19). Below, we elaborate
two common use cases as examples of applying information extraction and retrieval
techniques in EHR to support clinical research.

Use Case 1: Eligibility Screening or Phenotype Retrieval
The foremost, albeit costly, information retrieval task in clinical research is eligibility
screening, which is to determine whether a person may or may not be eligible to
enter a clinical research study. Chute has described this as essentially “patient phenotype retrieval” since it is meant to identify patients who manifest certain characteristics, which include diagnosis, signs, symptoms, interventions, functional status,
or clinical outcomes [18]. Such characteristics are generally described in the eligibility criteria section for a research protocol. In recent years, the increasing volume
of genome-wide association studies also raised the demand for clinical phenotype
retrieval in discovering the genetics underlying many medical conditions. Traditional
methods of participants search through manual chart review cannot scale to meet
this need. In the study of rare diseases, there are usually only a small number of
patients available, so it is feasible to have research personnel carefully collect,
record, and organize the phenotypic information of each study participant. Diseases
like diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and obesity, however, are complex, multifactorial, and chronic, and it is likely that a large number of patients will need to be followed over an extended period to ascertain important phenotypic traits. Large-scale
studies involving many participants, or even smaller studies in which participants
are selected from a larger population, will require innovative means to extract reliable, useful phenotype information from EHR data.
In recent years, several academic institutions have used EHR data to electronically screen (E-Screen) eligible patients for clinical studies [19]. Manually screening charts is time-consuming for research personnel, who must search for information
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in patient records to determine whether a patient meets the eligibility criteria for a
clinical trial. E-Screening, however, can exclude ineligible patients and establish a
much smaller patient pool for manual chart review. Thus, E-Screening helps clinical
research personnel’s transition from random and burdensome browsing of patient
records to a focused and facilitated review. Consistent with concerns for patient
safety and trial integrity, clinical research personnel should review all patients classified as “potentially eligible” by E-screening to confirm their eligibility. E-screening
systems essentially perform “prescreening” for clinical research staff and should
not fully replace manual review.

Use Case 2: Secondary Use of Clinical Data for Research
The national movement toward the broad adoption of EHRs obviously means that
more clinical data will be captured and stored electronically. Secondary use of data for
clinical research is a competitive requirement for a clinical and research enterprise
[20]. In late 2009, the National Center for Research Resources called for “widening
the use of electronic health records for research” to strengthen our capacity for using
clinical care data for research. The nation’s transition from traditional clinical trials to
comparative effectiveness research [21] led by the US government has further emphasized the need for effective tools to extract research variables from preexisting clinical
data. As an example, i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) is an
NIH-funded National Center for Biomedical Computing based at Partners HealthCare
System. The i2b2 Center is developing a scalable informatics framework that will
enable clinical researchers to use existing clinical data for discovery research. In addition to that, the US Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information
Technology (ONC) recently awarded $60 million in research grants through the
Strategic Health IT Advanced Research Projects (SHARP) Program to the Mayo
Clinic College of Medicine for secondary use of EHR data research.
A major challenge of using EHRs to facilitate clinical research is that much EHR
data are presented as clinical narratives, which is largely unstructured and poses
machine readability problems. Clinical natural language processing has been an
active field since the inception of EHR in the 1960s and is an area that explores tools
that can effectively extract, mine, and retrieve clinically relevant structured data
from narrative EHRs. Clinical natural language processing has been influenced by
the theory of sublanguage, which is characterized by distinctive specializations of
syntax and the occurrence of domain-specific word subclasses in particular syntactic combinations. More recently, clinical NLP has been experiencing a shift from
rule-based approach to machine-learning methods, as discussed later.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: we will first introduce the foundations of clinical NLP research in terms of sublanguage analysis and machinelearning models, including cutting-edge information extraction and retrieval
techniques that can be applied to EHRs-based clinical research. Then, a few existing
clinical NLP systems will be reviewed, followed by discussions on the challenges
and future directions in this field.
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Foundations of Biomedical Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) is a research field dedicated to enable computers with the right knowledge for understanding natural language text, ultimately to facilitate the different types of natural language interaction between
humans and computers. Biomedical NLP is a subfield specified for biomedical
texts from biology, medicine, and chemistry. There exists great variability in the
language in each of these areas, as reflected in their respective literature, guidelines, etc. In addition, the same type of biomedical text, such as narrative in an
EHR, as discussed earlier, could differ greatly due to the expression variances and
some organization-specific variance (i.e., among different medical centers).
Sublanguage and machine-learning theory and approaches lay strong foundations
for developing efficient clinical NLP systems in many real-world applications.
Although some approaches and models are described below in the context of biomedical NLP applications, all of them can be adapted on electronic health records
(EHRs) for clinical research informatics.

Sublanguage Approach
A sublanguage is defined by Grishman [22] as a specialized form of natural language used to describe a limited subject matter, generally employed by a group of
specialists dealing with a particular subject. Zellig Harris [23] was one of the first
linguists to apply the term sublanguage to natural language, using algebra as the
underlying formalism. He defines a sublanguage as a subset of the language that is
closed under some or all of the operations of the language.
Sublanguage theory laid a foundation for NLP in specific contexts such as clinical narratives. Many NLP applications are developed by exploiting the sublanguage
characteristics, that is, restricted domain syntax and semantics. For example, an
electronic health record (EHR) is limited to discussions of patient care and is
unlikely to cover gene annotations or cell-line issues as in the biomedical literature.
Sublanguages have many unique properties in comparison to more everyday language, resulting in a specialized vocabulary, structural patterns, as well as specialized entities and relationships among them.

Vocabulary Level
A sublanguage tends to have a specialized vocabulary which is quite different from
standard language. For example, “cell line” is unlikely to be mentioned in nonbiological documents. In particular, the development of scientific and technological
advancements in the biomedical domain has led to the discovery of new biological
objects, functions, and events, which can only be acquired by analyzing sublanguage in the corresponding corpus.
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Syntax Level
A sublanguage is not merely an arbitrary subset of sentences and may differ in syntax structure as well as vocabulary. For example, in medicine, telegraphic sentences
such as “patient improved” are grammatical due to operations that permit dropping
articles and auxiliaries. In addition, there are certain patterns of expression in sublanguage consisting of predicate words and ordered arguments, as in “<antibody>
<appeared in> <tissue>”; “appeared in” is predicate words, and “<antibody>” and
“<tissue>” are two arguments which can have semantically related terms filled in.

Semantics and Discourse Level
In addition to differences on the vocabulary and syntax levels, a sublanguage may
also have specialized ways of interpreting language and organizing larger units of
discourse. For example, “secondary to” has a specialized meaning that indicates a
causal relationship, which is different from its use in standard language. In discharge summaries, the structural format often includes history of present illness,
medications on admission, social history, physical examination, etc.
These properties of sublanguages allow the use of methods of analysis and processing that would not be possible when processing the language of newspaper
articles or novels. Sublanguage analysis also provides a way of integrating domainspecific knowledge with existing systems. For example, a biomedical information
retrieval system can be developed by indexing medical articles on only terms from
a list of terminology known to be of interest to researchers; controlled medical
vocabulary can be derived using sublanguage analysis based on terms combining
regularly with particular other words; biological information extraction system can
be adapted by sublanguage analysis of specialized expression patterns; a system
that analyzes clinical reports can look for predictable semantic patterns that are
characteristics of the clinical domain [24–27].

Machine-Learning Approach
Sublanguage patterns (rules) and manually specified models often lack the quality
of generalization and also are time-consuming to keep well maintained and updated.
With the ever-growing availability of electronic biomedical resource data and
advanced computational power, machine-learning models have been arousing
intense interests for many biomedical NLP tasks, which can be mainly divided into
five categories:
• Classification: assign documents predefined labels
• Ranking: order objects by preference
• Regression: obtain real-value output as prediction
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• Structured prediction: sequence labeling and segmentation to recognize entities
or other semantic units
• Clustering: discover the underlying structure of unlabeled data to form natural
groups
Many clinical research informatics applications can be formulated into the
abovementioned tasks, such as entity (medications, diseases, doses). Extraction
from EHRs can be realized using structured prediction models; adverse events
detection from EHRs is an example of classification tasks. For these tasks, the goal
of machine learning is to enable correct predictions for target variables given observation variables (attributes or features) from corresponding instances. Different
learning models have been applied in recent years. In terms of their modeling
approaches, they can be grouped as generative models and discriminative models.
The generative approach models a joint probability distribution over both input and
output variables (observation and label sequences), such as Naive Bayes, Bayesian
network, hidden Markov model, and Markov random field, while the discriminative
approach directly models the dependence of the output variables (label to be predicted) on the input variables (observation) by conditional probability, such as decision tree, logistic regression, support vector machine, k nearest neighbor, artificial
neural network, and conditional random fields. This section will cover the introductory descriptions of those algorithms, but we encourage interested readers to explore
these in more detail through further readings [28–32].

Generative Model
The generative model is a full probability model on all variables, which can simulate the generation of values for any variables in the model. By using Bayes’ rule, it
can be formed as a conditional distribution to be used for classification. When there
is little annotated data, the generative model is advantageous for making use of a
large quantity of raw data for better performance. The generative model reduces the
variance of parameter estimation by modeling the input, but at the expense of possibly introducing model bias.
Naive Bayes Classifier. The Naive Bayes classifier is based on Bayesian theorem
[33] and is a very simple probabilistic generative model that can be used to compute
the probability of each candidate class label given observed features, under the
assumption that all the features are independent given class label. It requires only a
small size of training data with faster parameter estimation, but the strong independence assumption is violated in numerous occasions for real applications, which
can lead to a large bias.
Bayesian network. Bayesian network [34], also belief network, is a probabilistic
graphical model, whose nodes are a set of random variables connected by a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) to represent the conditional dependences among those variables. This model does not require the independence assumption as in Naive Bayes,
providing stronger representational power in real-world applications and making
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the parameter estimation more complex as well. It models the dependency between
variables providing a good ability to handle missing values and is widely used in
causal relationship reasoning applications, such as clinical decision support [35]
and gene expression data analysis [36].
Hidden Markov Model. The hidden Markov model (HMM) [37] is a probabilistic
generative model of a Markov process (Markov chain), where the model passes different state sequences, which are unobserved, producing a sequence of observations. Each hidden state has a probability distribution over the possible output
observations, and there are transition probabilities among those states.
HMM is widely used in temporal pattern recognition (e.g., medical dictation
system) and other sequence-labeling tasks (e.g., gene/protein recognition [38] and
biosequence alignment [39]). Although this type of statistical model has worked
extremely well in many situations, it does have limitations. A major limitation is the
assumption that successive observations are independent, which cannot take into
account the contextual dependency in the observation sequence. Another limitation
is the Markov assumption itself, that is, the current state only depends on the immediate preceding state, which is also inappropriate for some problems.
Markov Random Field. Markov random field (MRF), also a Markov network or
undirected graphic model [40], is a graphic model on the joint probability over a set
of random variables each corresponding to a node in the graph. Markov properties
exist among those variables to provide conditional independence for graph
factorization.
MRF is similar to Bayesian network in terms of modeling dependency relationships among variables. Bayesian network is a direct graphic model, and it represents
probability distributions that can be factorized into products of conditional distributions, which is desirable to capture causal relationships among variables, while
MRF is an undirected graphic model, where there is no directionality on each edge
connecting a pair of nodes, and the probability distribution it represents will be
factorized into products of potential functions of conditionally independent
cliques[28], which makes MRF better suited to expressing soft constrains between
random variables. In addition, MRF can represent certain dependencies that a
Bayesian network cannot, such as cyclic dependencies, wherein it cannot represent
certain dependencies that a Bayesian network can such as induced dependencies.
MRF model has been successfully applied in biomedical image analysis for computer-aided diagnosis as shown in [41, 42].

Discriminative Model
Compared with the generative model, the discriminative model is designed to
only involve a target variable(s) conditional on the observed variables, directly
computing the input to output mappings (posterior) and eschewing the underlying distributions of the input. As there are fewer independence assumptions, the
discriminative model often provides more robust generalization performance
when enough annotated data are available. However, it usually lacks flexible
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modeling methods for prior knowledge, structure, uncertainty, etc. In addition,
the relationships between variables are not as explicit or visualizable as in the
generative model.
Decision Tree. A decision tree (DT) [43] is a logical model represented as a tree
structure that shows how the value of a target variable can be predicted by using the
values of a set of observation variables (attributes). Each branch node represents a
split between a number of alternatives based on a specific attribute, and each leaf
node represents a decision. The induction of a decision tree is a top-down process to
reduce information content by mapping them to fewer outputs but seek a trade-off
between accuracy and simplicity.
Decision trees provide a way to easily understand the derived decision rules and
interpret the predicted results and have been used for diagnosis of aortic stenosis
[44] and folding mechanism prediction of protein homodimer [45]. One of the disadvantages of DT models is that DT split the training set into smaller and smaller
subsets, which makes correct generalization harder and incorrect generalization
easier because smaller sets have accidental regularities that do not generalize.
Pruning can address this problem to some extent though.
Logistic Regression. Logistic function was first discovered by Peral and Reed
[46] in 1920, and logistic regression is a generalized linear model used to calculate
the probability of the occurrence of an event by fitting the data to a logit function
through maximum likelihood. It is a discriminative counterpart of naive Bayes
model as they represent the same set of conditional probability distributions. It has
been extensively used for prediction and diagnosis in medicine [47, 48] due to its
robustness, flexibility, and ability to handle nonlinear effects. But generally, it
requires more data to achieve stable and meaningful results than standard
regression.
Support Vector Machines. Support vector machines (SVMs) [49] are also linear
models that are trained to separate the data points (instances) based on both empirical and structural risk minimum principles; that is, they not only classify objects
into categories but also construct a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high dimension space with a maximum margin among different categories. New instances are
then mapped into the same space and classified into a category based on which side
of hyperplanes they fall on.
The SVM model has been used for many biomedical tasks, such as microarray
data analysis [50], classification [51], information extraction [52], and image segmentation [53]. SVM model can leverage an arbitrary set of features to produce
accurate and robust results on a sound theoretical basis, with powerful generalization ability due to optimizing margins. However, from a practical point of view, the
most serious problem with the SVM model is the high level of computational complexity and extensive memory requirements for large-scale tasks.
K Nearest Neighbor. The k nearest neighbor (k-NN) rule [54] is a type of instancebased learning, or lazy learning, where generalization beyond the training data is
delayed. The goal is to assign a new instance a value or category that is averaged
(for regression) or voted (for classification) based on examining the k closest labeled
training instances.
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The k-NN method has been used in gene expression analysis [55], screening data
analysis [56], protein-protein interaction [57], biomedical image interpretation [58],
etc. The main advantage of this method is that the target function will be approximated locally for each new instance so that it can deal well with changes in the
problem domain. A practical problem is that it tends to be slower especially for
large training sets as the entire training set would be traversed for each new
instance.
Artificial Neural Network. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) [59] are a mathematical model of human intellectual abilities that seek to simulate the structure and
functional aspects of biological neural networks. In an ANN model, the artificial
neutrons (processing units) are connected together via unidirectional signal channels in different layers to mimic the biological neural network. Usually, only neutrons in two consecutive layers are connected.
In the biomedical domain, ANNs have been used for many diagnostic [60, 61]
and prognostic [62, 63] tasks. Neural networks have the ability to implicitly detect
complex nonlinear relationships between dependent and independent variables, as
well as possible interactions among predictor variables. On the other hand, ANNs
are computationally expensive, prone to overfitting, and lack a sound theoretical
foundation.
Conditional Random Fields. Conditional random fields (CRFs) [64] consist of a
probabilistic framework for labeling and segmenting structured data, such as
sequences, trees, and lattices. The underlying idea is that of defining a conditional
probability distribution over label sequences given a particular observation sequence,
rather than a joint distribution over both label and observation sequences.
Much like MRF, a CRF is an undirected graphic model, but they have different
characteristics. CRFs would have better predictive power due to direct modeling on
posterior, have flexible to use features from different aspects, and relax the strong
assumption of conditional independence of the observed data. On the other hand,
MRFs can handle incomplete data problems, augment small labeled data with larger
amounts of cheap unlabelled data. Similarly, the primary advantage of CRFs over
hidden Markov models (HMM) [37] is also their conditional nature, resulting in the
relaxation of the independence assumptions required by HMMs in order to ensure
tractable inference. Additionally, CRFs avoid the label bias problem, a weakness
exhibited by maximum entropy Markov models (MEMMs) [65] and other conditional Markov models based on directed graphical models. CRF model is very popular in biomedical entity recognition [66, 67], relation extraction [68], and event
detection [69].

Unsupervised Clustering
The learning models discussed above are mostly for supervised learning, which
requires labeled data for model training. Clustering is a commonly used unsupervised learning method which automatically discovers the underlying structure or
pattern in a collection of unlabelled data. The goal is to partition a set of objects into
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subsets whose members are similar in some way as well as dissimilar to members
from a different subset. Determining how similarity (or dissimilarity) between
objects is defined and measured is very crucial for the clustering task. Examples of
distance metrics are Mahalabobis, Euclidean, Minkowski, and Jeffreys-Matusita.
There are three main types of clustering approaches: partition clustering [70], hierarchical clustering [71], and a mixed model [72].
The most typical example of clustering in bioinformatics is microarray analysis
[55, 73–76], where genes with expressional similarities are grouped together,
assuming that they have regulatory or functional similarity.

An Overview of Existing Clinical Natural
Language Processing Systems
In electronic health records (EHRs), the central challenge of extracting detailed
medical information is dealing with the heterogeneity of clinical data, which
involves both structured descriptions and narratives. Over the last two decades,
there have been great efforts to develop biomedical NLP systems for clinical narrative text mining. There are mainly two types of approaches that have been explored.
Rule-based approaches focus on making use of sublanguage analysis and pattern
matching rules, while machine learning–based approaches investigate various useful features and appropriate algorithms. For both approaches, a domain knowledge
resource is generally used.

Rule-Based Approach
One of the earliest clinical NLP systems developed, which emerged from the
Linguistic String Project [77, 78], used comprehensive syntactic and semantic
knowledge rules to extract encoded information from clinical narratives. But systems containing syntactic knowledge are very time-consuming to build and maintain because syntax is so complex.
Later, MedLEE (Medical Language Extraction and Encoding system) system
[79] was developed to process clinical information expressed in natural language.
This system incorporates a semantically based (simple syntax rules are also included)
parser for determining the structure of text. The parser is driven by a grammar that
consists of well-defined semantic patterns, their interpretations, and the underlying
target structures. By integrating the pattern matching with semantic techniques, the
MedLEE system is expected to reduce the ambiguity within the language of domain
because of the underlying semantics.
Gold et al. [80] developed a rule-based system called MERKI to extract medication names and the corresponding attributes from structured and narrative
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clinical texts. Recently, Xu et al. [81] built an automatic medication extraction
system (MedEx) on discharge summaries by leveraging semantic rules and a
chart parser, achieving promising results for extracting medication and related
fields, for example, strength, route, frequency, form, dose, duration, etc. This
information was defined by a simple semantic representation model for prescription type of medication findings, into which medication texts were
mapped.

Learning-Based Approach
SymText (Symbolic Text Processor) [82] is a learning-based NLP system which
integrates a syntactic parser based on augmented transition networks and transformational grammars with a semantics model based on the Bayesian network [34]
statistical formalism, which has been used for various applications such as extracting pneumonia-related findings from chest radiograph reports [83].
Agarwal and Yu developed two biomedical NLP systems named NegScope [84]
and HedgeScope [85], which were able to detect negation and hedge cues as well as
their scopes in both the biomedical literature and clinical notes. Both systems were
built on the conditional random fields (CRFs) [64] learning model trained on the
publicly available BioScope [86] corpus.
Lancet [87] is a supervised machine-learning system that automatically extracts
medication events consisting of medication names and information pertaining to
their prescribed use (dosage, mode, frequency, duration, and reason) from clinical
discharge summaries. Lancet employs the CRFs model [64] for tagging individual
medication names and associated fields, and the AdaBoost model with decision
stump algorithm [88] for determining which medication names and fields belong to
a single medication event. During the third i2b2 shared task for challenges in natural
language processing for clinical data, medication extraction challenge, Lancet
achieved the highest precision among top ten systems.
In order to help health-care providers quickly and efficiently answer the questions that arise during their meetings with patients, Cao et al. [89] built a clinical
question answering system called AskHERMES, a computational system that automatically analyzes the input clinical questions, retrieves and mines large sets of literature documents and clinical notes pertaining to specific questions, and generates
short text summary as the output answer. For question analysis [90], support vector
machines (SVMs) learning algorithm [49] and CRFs model [64] were used for the
question classification and keyword identification, respectively. The system is
designed to enable health-care providers to efficiently seek information in clinical
settings.
Liu et al. [91] developed speech recognition system for clinical setting,
ClinicalASR, to provide the speech interface to clinical NLP applications for more
efficient information access, such as clinical question answering system. ClinicalASR
explored language model (LM)–based adaptation on the SRI Decipher system [92]
using clinical questions.
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Challenges and Future Directions
Although remarkable progress has been made for clinical NLP, there are many challenges and open questions to be investigated in the future. One obstacle to clinical
NLP is access to EHRs. In the USA, the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) has required that the use of protected health
information (PHI) in research studies is not permitted except with the explicit consent of the patient, which prevents gathering data for NLP applications if the data
are not de-identified. But HIPAA does allow for the creation of de-identified health
information. De-identification tools have been developed, and commercial tools are
also available. De-ID [93] information has been used by affiliated hospitals at the
University of Pittsburgh, which made available a whole year of EHR data for NLP
use. Currently, de-identification tools are still not widely used by hospitals, hampering the NLP applications which are highly based on available EHR data.
Although the sublanguage analysis works well in many subdomains, it is very
time-consuming to compile rules syntactically and semantically and needs a lot of
efforts to keep them well maintained, especially as ever-increasing amount of EHR
data become available. But sublanguage analysis does provide more information
that could be helpful in the design of learning-based systems. Therefore, how to
effectively and systematically integrate the sublanguage analysis as feature into the
learning framework and how to employ the learning methods for automatically
extracting sublanguage specific patterns have great potential to facilitate the
advancement of EHR-based clinical research informatics.
Currently, most clinical NLP systems are still in an experimental stage rather
than deployed and regularly used in clinical setting. The difficulties in translation of
clinical NLP research into clinical practice and obstacles in determining the level of
practical engagement of NLP systems provide more challenging research opportunities in this field. In addition, to assist clinical decision support, NLP system needs
to deal with time series information extraction, reasoning, and integration, for
example, linking clinical findings to patient profile, linking different records of
same patient, and integrating factual information from multiple sources. However,
all those tasks are not trivial in the clinical setting. Last but not least, effectively
mining EHRs for clinical research presents the following two challenges:
1. Data Quality Issues. EHR data hold the promise for secondary use for research
and quality improvement; however, such uses remain extremely challenging
because EHR data can be inaccurate, incomplete, fragmented, and inconsistent
in semantic representations for common concepts. For example, patient data
such as glomerular filtration rate (GFR) or body mass index are often unavailable
in EHR but are important research variables. In addition, for a study looking for
hypertension patients, the determination of hypertension should account for the
use of hypertensive drugs, the ICD-9 diagnosis codes for hypertension, or the
blood pressure values out of the normal range in certain measurements contexts.
Blood pressure values captured in an emergency room are found to be generally
elevated compared with the blood pressure values documented during physical
exams; therefore, the former value may not represent the patient’s real value.
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Moreover, the saying “absence of evidence is not evidence of absence” is very
true for using EHR data. If a clinical research investigator is looking for patients
with cardiovascular diseases but cannot find corresponding diagnoses in a patient,
the investigator cannot jump to the conclusion that the patient has no cardiovascular disease until further confirmation can be obtained. Typical reasons can be
that the patient’s medical history is not completely captured by the hospital
where the EHR is used or the patient has not been diagnosed. Moreover, much
data are not amenable for computer processing, especially those in free-text
notes. Whenever it is free-text, there is a challenge for identifying semantic
equivalence of multiple linguistic forms of the shared concepts. For example,
among hypertensive patients, the medical records can store values such as
“HTN,” “hypertension,” or “401.9” as an ICD-9 code to indicate hypertension.
2. Challenges for Converting Clinical Data to Research Variables. Many people are still
skeptical about reusing clinical data for clinical research because they believe clinical
data are “garbage in, garbage out.” Although this statement is a little exaggerated,
there are dramatic differences between a clinical database and a clinical research
database developed following a rigorous clinical research protocol. A research protocol will specify what data will be collected at what time and how. A clinical research
database is often designed as a relational database with a tabular format, organized
by patient and variables over time. There is a strict quality assurance procedure to
ensure the completeness and accuracy of research data. Furthermore, clinical research
databases are optimized for statistical analysis. In contrast, a clinical database is
organized by clinical events, not by patients. Moreover, clinical data are collected for
administrative uses or personal interpretations of medical doctors. Copy and paste, as
well as creative abbreviations that only doctors themselves can interpret in certain
contexts are very common in clinical databases. Therefore, ad hoc extraction of
research variables from a clinical database is not a trivial task.
In conclusion, natural language processing (NLP) offers an effective way to
unlock disease knowledge from unstructured clinical narratives. Although standards
are emerging and EHR data is becoming better encoded with clinical terminology
standards, there will likely always be a narrative aspect (at least for the foreseeable
future), which makes clinical NLP technologies indispensible for clinical researchers and informatics professionals. Different approaches and models have been
widely applied for biomedical literature, and all those NLP techniques are crucial
and can be adapted for effectively mining electronic health records (EHRs) to support important clinical research activities.
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